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1. GENERAL INFORMATION AND PROJECT TEAM 

A. Project Specifics 
a. Name and location of the Project: 

Hanford Environmental Compliance (HEC) Project 
Hanford Site 
Richland, Washington 99352 

b. Name of Owner/Client supporting the Project Team: 
U. S. Department of Energy 

c. Name of the business of the Project Team Members and mailing 
address: 

A listing of Project Team Members is attached and the mailing 
address is as follows: 

J. R. Kelly, MSIN R3-28 
Westinghouse Hanford Company 
P. 0. Box 1970 
Richland, WA 99352 

The attached Project Team list includes the principal individuals 
involved in the management of the overall project and the 
individual subprojects. There were certainly many more 
individuals who contributed to the success of the Hanford 
Environmental Compliance Project but due to the large number of 
subprojects involved the list has been limited to the principals. 
An overview of the Project Team can be found in Section 7, Human 
Resources Management. 
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2. PROJECT PERFORMANCE 
Summary of Project 
The completion of the Hanford Environmental Compliance (HEC) Project in 

December 1995 brought to a successful close a long line of major contributions 
to environmental cleanup. Not since the early days of the Hanford Site during 
and shortly after World War II had such a large group of diverse construction 
activities, with a common goal, been performed at Hanford. 

Key to this success was the unique combination of 14 subprojects under 
the HEC Project which afforded the flexibility to address evolving subproject 
requirements. This strategy resulted in the accomplishment of the HEC Project 
stakeholders' objectives on an aggressive schedule, at a $33 million cost 
savings to the customer. 

The primary objectives of the HEC Project were to upgrade selected 
Hanford Site facilities and systems to bring them into compliance with 
current environmental standards and regulations. The HEC Project contributed 
significantly towards the Hanford site compliance with Clean Water Act, 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) requirements. It provided, 
in part, those construction activities required to comply with those 
requirements in the areas of liquid and solid waste treatment and disposal, 
waste characterization, and groundwater monitoring. 

The year 1989 brought major, fundamental changes to the Hanford Site. 
The Site's mission officially changed from a nuclear material production-
oriented group of high-security facilities to a reduced-security area destined 
for environmental remediation. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) made a 
long-term commitment to the United States Congress and the people of the 
Pacific Northwest, including Native American tribes, to clean up the Hanford 
Site. 

The specifics of the commitment were defined in the Hanford Federal 
Facility Agreement and Consent Order, commonly referred to as the Tri-Party 
Agreement. The Tri-Party Agreement is a document with specific deliverables 
which have been negotiated and approved by the DOE, the Washington State 
Department of Ecology, and the Environmental Protection Agency. The Tri-Party 
agreement establishes work scope to be performed and identifies required dates 
of completion for restoration and remediation activities on the Hanford site. 
Many of the HEC Project deliverables were part of that agreement. 

Achieving the HEC Project goals required an enormous effort over a span 
of six years: New facilities had to be built, old facilities needed 
significant modifications to be brought into regulatory compliance, and a 
monitoring system had to be devised and constructed to verify results, that 
indeed, no new contaminated liquid was being put into the soil. 

Challenges Overcome 
New environmental compliance challenges were offered with the HEC 

Project. A specific example is the DOE approach to compliance with the 
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appropriate level of National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). In the 
beginning, the 14 subprojects comprising the HEC Project were each 
conceptualized as stand-alone. However, because of the common goals of 
eliminating soil contamination, regulatory compliance, and monitoring, the 
separate projects were combined under the Hanford Environmental Compliance 
Project with a total estimated cost of $272.7 million. As a result of the 
cost, and the categorization of the activity as a "Major System Acquisition," 
the DOE determined in 1989 that an Environmental Assessment (EA) would be 
required to address the "cumulative and synergistic impacts" of the 14 
subprojects. 

Recognizing the potential impacts of the preparation and approval of the 
EA on the current project baseline, HEC Project Management began immediately 
to address the NEPA issue. The HEC EA was one of the first major project-
specific EAs generated by Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) for the Hanford 
Site, and coupled with the diversity of tasks and locations, presented an 
interesting challenge. 

Crafting such a document put a lot of pressure on the HEC Project team. 
Cooperation from all stakeholders was necessary to coordinate the EA effort 
successfully. This was not an easy task. The developing regulatory 
compliance strategy combined with the lack of precedence required numerous 
iterations of the HEC EA in attempts to satisfy the needs of the numerous 
stakeholders. The team developed and obtained approval of a risk-based 
strategy to allow continued physical progress while the HEC EA was being 
developed from 1990 until its issuance in 1992. In the end it was an 
evolutionary process requiring two years to develop an acceptable 
Environmental Assessment. 

Dealing with the site mission change to environmental cleanup was no 
small task and the HEC Project lead the way in many areas. Construction 
interfaces at existing facilities, from management personnel right through to 
the facility engineers and operators needed to change attitudes of production 
and secrecy that had developed over 50 years of national defense production at 
the Hanford Site. The HEC Project team worked with each facility to assure 
their support for HEC subprojects associated with their facility. This 
included developing major scope revision for the majority of subprojects to an 
environmental cleanup objective rather than the production objectives as 
originally baselined. Eventually, through proactive communication, the 
facilities recognized and accepted the change in direction and worked 
effectively with the HEC Project personnel to successfully complete their 
particular subprojects. 

To complete the switch from production to environmental compliance the 
need to establish trust and confidence between the Department of Energy, the 
Environmental Protection Agency and the Washington State Department of Ecology 
was recognized. Only through teamwork could the HEC Project be completed in 
the scheduled time. Stakeholder involvement was a new concept at Hanford and 
HEC led the way for construction projects. Local, regional, state and 
national stakeholders were involved in initial project planning through 
groundbreaking ceremonies and facility start-up events. Their involvement was 
instrumental in the establishment of legally enforceable schedules and 
milestone commitments for the Tri-Party Agreement. Public involvement was 
assured through HEC Project participation in the Tri-Party Agreement and 
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permitting public meeting processes. The HEC subprojects were some of the 
first construction projects reviewed by Native American tribal representatives 
for cultural significance. Cooperative brainstorming sessions were held to 
develop the most appropriate strategies to address environmental requirements. 

This open-door policy was a quantum leap from the secrecy required on 
the Hanford Site in the past. Supported by DOE's drive for public 
involvement, the HEC Project team worked diligently with stakeholders to 
establish an atmosphere of proactive two-way communication and teamwork to 
work toward the common goal of environmental cleanup. 

Special Management Methods 
The HEC Project was unique when conceived as significant authority was 

delegated locally compared to the then standard practice of rigidly 
hierarchical organizations requiring U.S. Department of Energy, Headquarters 
(DOE-HQ) approval of all major decisions. 

The evolving definition of individual Hanford facility needs and 
objectives driven by the change in the site mission required a flexible 
project management approach if the customer's aggressive schedule requirements 
to achieve environmental regulatory compliance were to be met. To accomplish 
this, the HEC Project Management team requested and received delegation of 
significant authority to the local DOE site office. 

Roles, responsibilities, and authorities of the organizations involved 
with HEC were clearly delineated in the HEC Project Management Plan. Two 
major government contractors supported DOE in the management of the HEC 
Project. U.S. Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office (RL) Project 
Management team members coordinated and provided oversight of the overall HEC 
Project activities through the Hanford Operation and Engineering Contractor, 
WHC. WHC provided day to day project management of the HEC Project. WHC was 
supported by ICF Kaiser Hanford Company (ICF KH), which provided, as 
requested, Architect/Engineer (A/E) services, on site construction forces, and 
construction management. 

The management levels at which approvals were given, decisions were made 
and decision responsibilities assigned were on three distinct levels. DOE-HQ 
retained approval authority for the overall project milestones and baseline 
establishment and changes which would affect established baselines. These 
included Environmental Assessment approval and overall project and subproject 
start and completion milestones. RL retained approval authority for 
subproject design, procurement, and construction milestones as detailed in the 
approved Project Management Plans and the Tri-Party Agreement milestones. As 
the primary contractor, Westinghouse Hanford Company retained approval 
authority for subordinate subproject intermediate milestones. This graded 
approach to project management proved to be invaluable in addressing evolving 
customer needs. 

The HEC Project was unique in that it consisted of 14 subprojects which 
varied widely in project scope and were funded from more than one Department 
of Energy funding program. To ensure a high degree of baseline control, each 
subproject was organized, monitored, and progress reported to the customer as 
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if it were a stand-alone project. However, all changes required on each 
project were categorized and processed under the overall management of the HEC 
Project Management Plan and the HEC Project Change Control Board. Management 
of project contingency and all subproject and project baselines were 
controlled within threshold and approval requirements. 

Project Baseline Components: 
Technical—defined all functional aspects including work to be 
done, requirements to be satisfied, and quality to be attained for 
each subproject. 
Cost—included all cost-related aspects of each subproject (i.e., 
cost account) as shown in the project summary work breakdown 
structure (WBS) (attached). 
Schedule—which correlated the time-related aspects of each 
subproject as shown on the project summary schedule, (attached), 
and backed by individual subproject-specific schedules. 
Changes to the established technical, cost, and schedule baselines were 

controlled at the subproject level by RL except as they impacted the HEC 
Project Total Estimated Cost (TEC) and the DOE-HQ milestones. Changes that 
impacted the HEC Project TEC or DOE-HQ milestones required approval at the 
DOE-HQ level. 

The HEC Project provided for the construction and startup of five major 
new facilities. These were the first major new facilities at Hanford in many 
years. Their testing and startup presented unique challenges due to their 
size, complexity, and diversity of purpose. This was made more difficult due 
to the lack of recent Hanford experience in the startup of major facilities. 

The magnitude of the difficulties associated with facilities startup 
first came to light on Subproject W-011H, Waste Sampling and Characterization 
Facility. This subproject experienced the default of the laboratory wing 
modules design/build contractor prior to the wing completion. This required 
implementation of an expedited herculean recovery effort to support the 
associated Tri-Party Agreement construction completion milestone. 

Unfortunately the underestimation of the magnitude of the post turnover 
testing and startup effort combined with deficiencies associated with the 
laboratory wing caused the startup date to slip. To address this, the concept 
of novation or renewal of the project team was introduced. This consisted of 
reforming the project team with a focus on facility startup. The team 
included representatives of project management, engineering, construction, 
operations, and new testing/startup resources under a Startup Manager. This 
team was supported and empowered by HEC Project and Senior WHC/ICF KH 
management who met with them weekly to review progress and to assist in 
overcoming obstacles. 

The novation of the Waste Sampling and Characterization Facility Project 
Team succeeded in recovering a significant portion of the facility startup 
delay. The lessons learned from this experience and the novation concept were 
utilized on other subprojects. It achieved very favorable results on 
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Subproject C-018H, 242-A Evaporator/PUREX Plant Condensate Treatment Facility. 
The benefits of this experience has been shared with other Hanford projects. 

Owner's Satisfaction 
The members of the HEC Project Management team have been recognized by 

the primary customer, the DOE, for their excellent progress toward supporting 
DOE's environmental cleanup mission at the Hanford Site. Also, the Washington 
State Department of Ecology and the Environmental Protection Agency have 
recognized the HEC Project as real progress towards environmental cleanup. 
Written evidence is provided by the attached customer testimonial letters and 
a Hanford Reach article. 
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3. PROJECT SCOPE MANAGEMENT 
The HEC Project's mission was to support the Hanford Site's achievement 

of site-wide compliance with applicable environmental laws in a safe and 
secure manner. The HEC Project activities addressed this by bringing marked 
environmental improvements to the operations at the Hanford Site by achieving 
the following objectives: 

• discontinuing disposal of untreated contaminated liquids to the soil 
column 

• augmenting existing capabilities for analysis to ensure environmental 
standards are met 

• adding or enhancing capabilities for treatment, storage, and disposal of 
waste 

• reducing currently generated quantities of waste of all types (waste 
minimization— hazardous, radioactive, and mixed). 
The Hanford Site Mission change from a defense operation to 

environmental remediation caused numerous redesign and rescope challenges for 
some of the HEC subprojects. In the case of each subproject not completed 
before the mission change, a Value Engineering Study and/or project scope 
review was completed. Due to the flexibility provided for in the HEC Project 
Management Plan, HEC was able to add new scope when necessary, delete work 
which was determined to have no value and implement new technology when it 
became available. Each subproject was constantly evaluated by project 
management for i.ts applicability in bringing the Hanford Site into compliance 
with various regulatory requirements. The evaluations had to continue 
throughout the life of each subproject because of changing mission strategies 
for individual facilities and the evolving definition of the application of 
environmental laws and permits. 

Summary of Technical Scope Baseline 
DOE-HQ established the HEC technical scope baseline of 14 subprojects as 

delineated in the Project Plan to accomplish the following: treatment of 
contaminated liquid streams prior to discharge; providing for regulatory 
compliant discharge of treated effluent; increase analytical hot cell capacity 
and add a new low level analytic laboratory; mixed waste storage; 
environmental compliance upgrades to existing retired nuclear materials 
production facilities and installing RCRA groundwater monitoring wells. Each 
HEC subproject was released for full operations upon completion of its 
operational testing, operational readiness review, and subsequent approval by 
RL. 

The primary customer, RL, approved all subproject Project Management 
Plans, Functional Design Criteria, and specific design baseline documents such 
as specifications drawings, and supplementary design requirements. 

In October 1990 the U. S. Department of Energy placed three HEC 
subprojects on hold pending further assessment; W-007H, B Plant Process 
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Condensate Treatment Facility; W-024H, B Plant Radiological/Effluent 
Containment Upgrades, and W-011H, the Waste Sampling and Characterization 
Facility. 

Subprojects W-007H and W-024H, were on hold pending completion of the 
B Plant Risk Assessment which determined that B Plant would not be used to 
pretreat wastes for vitrification and that B Plant would be cleaned out and 
shutdown. As an example of the Project's ability to reinvent itself to 
address evolving customer needs, after the clean-out and stabilization 
requirements in the B Plant were evaluated, W-024H was determined not to be 
needed and W-007H was redesigned to meet the new requirements (encompassing 
the small portion of the W-024H work scope that was still required). 

Subproject W-011H, Waste Sampling and Characterization Facility, 
provides another example of flexibility to meet customer requirements. It was 
evaluated and redesigned to accommodate new sample forecasts and requirements 
and a new business approach which utilized "commercial labs" to perform a part 
of Hanford analytical services. 

In April 1993, in accordance with project change control requirements 
and consistent with the HEC Line Item mission and objectives, Subproject 
W-291H, 200 Area Effluent Best Available Technology/All Known and Reasonable 
Treatment (BAT/AKART) Implementation, was added to the HEC Line Item to 
address 200 Areas' BAT/AKART requirements identified after the original 
definition of the HEC Line Item. 

The following subproject descriptions clearly demonstrate the wide-
ranging scope of work performed by the HEC Project to accomplish its mission. 

Subproject W-017H, Groundwater Monitoring Well Systems—135 wells 
with an average depth of approximately 300 feet were installed in 
accordance with RCRA requirements. These wells provide long-term 
ground water monitoring systems for areas of specific or potential 
remedial concern. 
Subproject W-007H, B Plant Process Condensate Treatment Facility— 
This subproject implemented BAT/AKART for B Plant high priority 
liquid effluent streams based on the current B Plant mission. 
This included upgrades to end-of-pipe treatment for B Plant Steam 
Condensate (BCS), B Plant Process Condensate (BCP) and B Plant 
Chemical Sewer (BCE) to provide source controls. The subproject 
also included installation of back flow prevention dampers for a 
critical nuclear ventilation system (which were originally in the 
Subproject W-024H scope.) 
Subproject W-020H, Waste Management Facilities Cathodic 
Protection—An impressed current cathodic corrosion protection 
system was provided to protect waste management pipeline 
encasements, catch tanks, and associated underground facilities in 
the Hanford 200 East and 200 West Areas. 
Subproject V-791H, 300/400 Area Waste Water Facility—Two waste 
water treatment systems located in the 300 and 400 Areas were 
upgraded. Upgrades in the 400 Area installed a new sanitary sewer 
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pipeline to the Washington Public Power Supply System sanitary 
waste treatment plant. Improvements in the 300 Area provide for 
disposal of filter backwash water from the water treatment plant. 
Subproject W-016H, Radioactive Mixed Waste Storage Facilities-
Four permitted storage facilities with a gross floor area of 
157,250 sq. ft. were constructed to store solid hazardous waste 
before treatment or disposal. The facilities were sized to store 
seven years of anticipated accumulation of radioactive mixed 
waste. 
Subproject B-680H, Plutonium Finishing Plant Liquid Low-Level 
Waste System Modification—An effluent treatment facility using 
ion exchange columns to remove contaminants was provided to treat 
effluents from the Plutonium Finishing Plant (PFP) chemical sewer 
drain systems. In addition, a closed-loop cooling system for the 
process equipment cooling water was installed to eliminate the 
discharge of potentially contaminated cooling water. 

Subproject C-031H, Plutonium Finishing Plant Liquid Effluent 
Treatment—Provided for regulatory compliant interim waste 
collection and neutralization tanks consistent with the current 
PFP mission. Also, the waste stream piping and trench connecting 
these tanks to the PFP were upgraded in compliance with the 
current regulatory requirements for liquid effluent handling. 
These upgrades provided for double containment and leak detection 
capability for the waste transfer piping. 
Subproject W-010H, B Plant Environmental Compliance Upgrade—Spill 
containment for the chemical storage tanks in the B Plant chemical 
tank farm and an independent drain system for the B Plant chemical 
staging and measuring tanks were provided. The B Plant chemical 
makeup tank room ventilation system was upgraded to mitigate 
potential release of airborne contaminates, and structural 
supports for chemical storage tanks and transfer piping were 
upgraded to meet current Uniform Building Code seismic 
requirements. Also, upgraded instrumentation, controls, and 
alarms for storage tanks, chemical staging, and measuring tanks 
were provided. These upgrades prevent or mitigate potential 
releases of hazardous materials to the environment. 
Subproject W-011H, Waste Sampling and Characterization Facility— 
This subproject provided: 1) a laboratory capable of performing 
analysis of quality assurance samples and routine process control 
samples from the various environmental restoration and operating 
programs on the Hanford Reservation; 2) a computer and associated 
building for sample data analysis and tracking; 3) a sample 
archive storage building; 4) facilities for the temporary storage 
of containment liquid and solid waste; 5) laboratory chemical and 
supplies storage facilities; and 6) a facility for the storage of 
mobile laboratories. 
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Subproject W-024H, B Plant Radiological/Effluent Containment 
Upgrades—This subproject was designed primarily for pretreatment 
of waste intended for the canceled Hanford Waste Vitrification 
Plant (HWVP). After the determination that B Plant was 
inappropriate for the waste pretreatment mission, Subproject 
W-024H was canceled. The only part of the original scope identified as 
necessary, the critical ventilation system back flow prevention dampers, 
was added to Subproject W-007H's scope. 
Subproject W-041H, Environmental Hot Cell Expansion—Additional 
hot cell capacity was provided at the 222-S Laboratory Facility to 
accommodate the large, added volume of high-level radioactive 
sample analysis needed for RCRA and CERCLA sampling, waste site 
characterizations, and future operations. 
Subproject C-018H, 242-A Evaporator/PUREX Plant Condensate 
Treatment Facility—This subproject provided a new treatment plant 
with BAT for collected 242-A Evaporator process condensate and 
permitted land disposal of the treated effluent. The BAT for this 
stream includes a combination of filtration, reverse osmosis, 
organic destruction, and ion exchange. Provisions were also made 
to concentrate and drum secondary waste in preparation for 
disposal. 
Subproject L-045H, 300 Area Treated Effluent Disposal Facility— 
This subproject provided a new facility with BAT and permitted 
disposal to the Columbia River for 30 effluent streams previously 
disposed of in the 300 Area process trenches. The BAT for these 
streams includes filtration, carbon adsorption, and reverse 
osmosis/ion exchange. 
Subproject W-049H, 200 Area Treated Effluent Disposal Facility— 
This subproject provided a regulatory compliant collection 
pipeline and permitted disposal ponds for treated liquid effluents 
from the 200 Area. These are the streams that result from primary 
treatment of soil column plan high potential streams. Detection 
and sampling systems control diversion and retention of upsets in 
the effluent at the point of discharge. 
Subproject W-291H, 200 Area Effluent BAT/AKART Implementation— 
This project provided BAT/AKART to effluent waste streams for six 
Hanford facilities; T-Plant, UOa/U-Plant, PFP, B Plant, 2101-M 
Laboratory, and 283-W Water Treatment Plant. Effluent discharge 
from these facilities is to HEC Subproject W-049H. 
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4. PROJECT TIME AND SCHEDULE MANAGEMENT 
All project milestones were incorporated into the HEC Project Plan. 

Schedule changes to subprojects were managed through an approved change 
control system implemented in accordance with customer requirements. The 
schedule risks associated with many of the subprojects were significant. This 
was driven by the objective of bringing the Hanford Site into environmental 
compliance as fast as reasonably possible. This required implementation of 
risk-based decisions by the HEC Project Management such as working design and 
construction activities in parallel with permitting activities and utilizing 
aggressive procurement strategies new to the Hanford site. Schedule baselines 
for HEC subprojects were well developed. 

Definitive design activities for the HEC Project began in early 1989 on 
five of the HEC subprojects. Physical construction also started early in 1989 
with the drilling of the initial groundwater monitoring well and ended with 
the completion of Subproject C-018H, 242-A Evaporator/PUREX Plant Condensate 
Treatment Facility in December 1995. The Project Summary Schedule (attached) 
shows major control milestones for the project and subproject milestones 
required to meet the scheduled completion objectives. 

Potential delays in agreements and permitting with state and 
Environmental Protection Agency officials presented a significant schedule 
challenge with many of the subprojects; particularly on subprojects W-041H, 
the Environmental Hot Cell Expansion, W-049H, the 200 Area Treated Effluent 
Disposal Facility, L-045H, the 300 Area Treated Effluent Disposal Facility and 
C-018H, the 242-A Evaporator/PUREX Plant Condensate Treatment Facility. The 
HEC Project team decided to risk paralleling obtaining operating permits with 
construction to expedite the subprojects' completion. This method was 
successful on HEC but its drawbacks are obvious and it should not be entered 
into lightly. Excellent teaming among regulatory agencies, DOE and 
contractors combined.with clear lines of communication and management 
responsibility were primary factors in successful completion of all permitting 
activities. 

Project Control Milestones 
The HEG Project milestones are shown on the project summary schedule, 

attached. The completion dates of the major HEC Project milestones are listed 
below. • 
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Activity 
Major project review 
approval to start detailed design 
of the fiscal year (FY) 1989 
and FY 1990 subprojects 
Major project review 
Project status 
Major System Acquisition 
Energy Systems Acquisition Advisory 
Board (ESAAB) Review 
approval to start detailed design 
on FY 1991 subprojects 
Major System Acquisition ESAAB review 
approval to start detailed design 
on FY 1992 subprojects, 
Major System Acquisition ESAR review 
Major System Acquisition ESAR review 
Construction Completion 
Project Completion/Financial Closeout 

Baseline Date 
January 1989 

August 1989 

October 1990 

December 1991 

April 1993 
January 1995 
June 1995 
September 1995 

Date Completed 
January 1989 

August 1989 

October 1990 

December 1991 

April 1995 
January 1995 
October 1995 
December 1995 

Construction completion and overall HEC Project Completion/Financial 
Closeout were delayed as noted above due to delays on Subproject C-018H, 242-A 
Evaporator/PUREX Condensate Treatment Facility. Despite a significant delay 
in completion of this project, through the HEC Project Management team's 
innovative use of subcontractor resources for startup testing and training, 
compression of post turnover activities by WHC, and teaming with the 
regulators, the delay to completion of the overall HEC Project was held to 
only three months without any adverse impact to the subproject cost baseline 
or the environment. 

The HEC Project Summary Schedule (attached) illustrates activities and 
milestones required to meet project objectives. Supporting schedules during 
design and construction included intermediate-level subproject schedules and 
detailed contractor and subcontractor schedules. 
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5. PROJECT COST AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
The HEC Project was a congressionally authorized Line Item project 

providing funds for definitive design, procurement, construction, 
installation, inspection, and start-up. The Total Project Cost (TPC) of the 
HEC Project was originally $272.7 million but after rebaselining to reflect 
the Hanford Site mission change from nuclear defense production to 
environmental cleanup, the final TPC was $254.4 million. 

Attachments to this submittal identify the Baseline Resource Plan -
Funding Requirements, the Work Breakdown Structure, and the Baseline Schedule. 
Twelve of the fourteen subprojects completed within or substantially under 
budget. 

Project management was extremely sensitive to the changing environment 
and mission and worked closely with the project team members to ensure 
excellent stewardship of government funds while meeting the customers goals. 
To this end, the team participated in several independent financial audits 
throughout the project; the results of which consistently confirmed the high 
quality of HEC Project resource management. The attached Baseline Resource 
Plan-TEC chart identifies projected costs versus actual costs. 

The HEC Project team was tasked to look for savings opportunities during 
each phase of their respective subprojects. Each subproject was closely 
monitored by the Project Manager in charge. This individual acted as the cost 
account manager for the subproject and interfaced directly with subcontractors 
and existing plant personnel to review each step of the project to identify 
cost savings measures to implement. 

As a result of this vigilance, more than $33 million was saved from the 
original HEC Project baseline estimates. These savings permitted the 
previously noted reduction in the total project cost along with the addition 
of approximately $16 million in new scope. Additionally, $4.5 million of the 
revised total project cost was returned to the customer for reallocation. 

Management Control System 
A management control system which included planning, collecting, 

assessing, and reporting costs by WBS cost account and work package element 
was implemented. The Functional Design Criteria document controlled the 
technical scope for each of the subprojects. The Conceptual Design Reports 
were issued for each of the subprojects as a baseline for controlling cost and 
adherence to schedule. Each document was reviewed and approved by the 
customer according to levels required. 

Part of the customer-directed management control system included 
separating the project funds into federally funded categories; Capital, 
Expense, and Capital Equipment Not Related to Construction (CENRTC). This was 
done at the subproject and overall project levels with planned expenditures vs 
actual expenditures analyzed on a monthly basis. This enabled the subproject 
and project costs to be trended and any problem areas to be quickly identified 
and recovery actions promptly implemented. 
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Hanford Environmental Compliance Project 
Total Budget Baseline Summary by Subproject 

Subproject Title 
Groundwater Monitoring Well System (U-017H) 
B Plant Process Condensate Treatment Facility (W-007H) 
Waste Management Facilities Cathodic Protection (W-020H) 
300/400 Area Waste Water Facilities (V-791H) 
Radioactive Mixed Waste Storage Facilities (W-016H) 
Plutonium Finishing Plant (PFP) Liquid Low-Level Waste 
System Modification (B-680H) 
Plutonium Finishing Plant (PFP) Liquid Effluent Treatment 
Facility (C-031H) 
B Plant Environmental Compliance Upgrades (W-010H) 
Waste Sampling and Characterization Facility (W-011H) 
B Plant Radiological/Effluent Containment 
Upgrades (W-024H) 
Environmental Hot Cell Expansion (W-041H) 
242-A Evaporator/PUREX Plant Condensate Treatment 
Facility (C-018H) 
300 Area Treated Effluent Disposal Facility (L-045H) 
200 Area Treated Effluent Disposal Facility (W-049H) 
200 Area Effluent BAT/AKART Implementation (W-291H) 
HEC Administration 

Subtotal TEC 
HEC Reserve 

Other Project Cost (Expense Costs) 
Total Project Cost 

(1) Based on revised baseline. 

Project 
Estimated1 

Cost (Mill ions) 
Actuals 

$ 12.0 
8.9 
7.1 
1.5 
8.7 
7.2 

$ 11.2 
6.1 
7.0 
1.5 
6.5 
7.2 

9.9 6.0 

3.5 
27.0 

0 

3.5 
30.6 

0 

13.8 
53.8 

13.2 
54.1 

18.0 
30.0 
12.0 

16.1 
17.8 
12.3 

1.3 1.3 

214.7 194.4 
9.0 

39.7 38.7 

$254.4 $242.1 

The overall capital baseline for the HEC Project was $229.7 million 
based on a summary of each subproject's total estimated cost (TEC). Following 
rebaselining, the TEC was revised to $214.7 million. 

Revised Baseline Resource Plan (Budget Authorized/Budget Obi igated BA/BO) 
Pr ior Yrs 
& FY89 

FY90 FY911 FY921 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 Revised 
Total 

Construction 
Line Item 
BA 
BO 

12,000 
4,700 

27,187 
10,200 

75,560 
12,900 

27,700 
36,650 

54,425 
50,050 

6,503 
58,860 

0 
19,190 

0 
1790 

203,375 
194,340 

Conceptual 
Design 3,150 1,093 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,243 

Other Support 
Costs 

5,484 4,825 8,749 8,428 2,881 2,416 1,520 201 34,504 
4 
$27.7 m i l l i o n FY 1991 supplemental appropriat ion 

Notes: 
• FY 1994 Funds deobligated - o r i g ina l BA $11,056 

o f fset i n FY 

m i l l i o n . 

1992. 
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It was estimated that $39.0 million of expense funds would be required 
to support all the approved subprojects. The final expense total was 
$38.7 million. Support activities include the following: 

• initial definition of requirements and baseline development 
• Quality Assurance (QA) and Safety oversight 
• user acceptance by ongoing design reviews 
• redesign efforts after mission change 
• activities in support of operational start-up (permitting, training, 

etc.) 
• support of groundwater monitoring wells. 
• project control and reporting 

The project summary work breakdown structure (WBS) for the HEC Project 
is attached. The project summary WBS shows the 14 subprojects as level two 
WBS elements. Each subproject is shown as an individual cost account with 
design, procurement, construction, field engineering, and project management 
elements as the supporting work packages. 
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6. PROJECT QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
The HEC Project Management team was committed to Total Quality 

Management of the project. To this end, quality planning was an integral part 
of the up-front project definition and ongoing project management. The 
overall HEC Project Quality Assurance (QA) Program was performed in accordance 
with DOE orders and requirements, providing the requisite level of quality 
overview for each subproject. A HEC Project Quality Assurance Plan and a 
project-specific QA plan were generated for each subproject by the operating 
contractor and approved by RL. Formal approval of the Project Management 
Plans were also received for each subproject and the overall HEC Project. 

Qualified QA professionals were integral members of the subproject teams 
from the initial definition of the subprojects to their completion. Each 
Conceptual Design Report (CDR) and Functional Design Criteria document was 
reviewed by QA engineers and assigned a Safety Class designation as 
appropriate to the design and function. The CDRs were also reviewed by 
objective subject experts as an additional assurance that the most current 
technical requirements and safety guidance were applied. 

Design reviews were held for each design package. Reviews encompassed 
the technical, functional, operational, construction, environmental, 
regulatory, quality, and safety aspects of each subproject. Requirements for 
minimum system life expectancy were established. Quality and safety 
surveillances were initiated early in the process of each subproject and 
continued through each project phase to ensure that quality and reliability 
were an integral part of the HEC Project. 

Inspection of in-process and completed physical work was done through 
the use of qualified independent Quality Control Inspectors to achieve 
independent verification of meeting relevant quality standards. 
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7. HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
The concept of teamwork took on a whole new meaning during the HEC 

Project. Project teams included project management, operations personnel, 
regulatory agency representatives, permitting experts, onsite engineering and 
construction personnel and subcontractors, including offsite Architect/ 
Engineers (A/Es) and fixed price contractors. 

The HEC Project Human Resources needs were developed through well 
defined organizational planning. Both RL and WHC assigned a HEC Project 
Manager with the responsibility for all the HEC Project deliverables. These 
managers worked together to develop clear definition of the roles and 
responsibilities for their respective organizations. The HEC Project managers 
were supported by staffs consisting of group project managers, individual 
project managers, project engineers plus an administrative staff. The 
administrative staff acted as the reporting liaison between project managers, 
engineers, and overall project management and coordinated all of the required 
performance reporting. 

At the HEC Project level, weekly progress meetings with established 
agendas were held between RL and WHC HEC Project Managers. The agendas for 
the weekly meetings were also flexible. An open-door policy prevailed and 
each active subproject was discussed openly and candidly with a "teamwork" 
attitude. The HEC Project Managers brought subject experts and subproject 
engineers to the weekly meetings when their expertise was needed to ensure 
full understanding of issues and concerns. The "us versus them" attitude was 
successfully changed to "we can do it together" on the HEC Project - and we 
did. 

Each subproject was managed by a subproject team with defined roles and 
responsibilities. They were assigned a dedicated Project Manager and/or 
Engineer who was supported by various subject experts and other engineers at 
varying times during the life of the subproject. This method enabled the HEC 
Project Manager to assign personnel to subprojects during "crunch times" when 
they were most needed and allowed for a pool of engineering and administrative 
personnel to be familiar with several of the subprojects. This overlapping 
method of applying human resources contributed to effective use of staff 
resources and enabled several of the subprojects to successfully continue to 
completion with minimal interruption when key personnel left the project due 
to retirements, downsizing and normal attrition. 

Coordinating and developing subproject teaming efforts fell on the 
shoulders of the individual subproject managers and engineers with the support 
of overall HEC Project Management. Each subproject manager was responsible 
for his/her subproject's success just as the HEC Project Manager was 
responsible for coordinating all of the subprojects deliverables into the 
overall HEC Project for successful completion. 

Open communication and teamwork were key to the project's success. The 
lines of communication established with the regulatory agencies were used to 
assure subproject teams were aware of and addressed environmental regulations. 
Discontinuing disposal of contaminated liquids into the soil column at the 
Hanford Site was one of the most visible and contentious environmental issues 
from regulatory agency and public perspectives. Several of the HEC 
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subprojects were key to resolution of these concerns and contributed to a 
reduction in flow from 33 major waste streams from 23 billion liters in 1987 
to 5.7 billion liters in 1994. Open communication and teamwork were key to 
achieving this success. 

While all of the individual subprojects serve as examples of excellent 
project management through teamwork, several stand out. They include: 

The Subproject C-031H team worked together to rebaseline the project to 
reflect the environmental cleanup mission. These efforts resulted in a 
$3.9 million savings, while meeting the revised mission of the Plutonium 
Finishing Plant. 
Subproject L-045H relied on cooperative efforts of numerous agencies, 
organizations and individuals. Beginning at the design stage, the 
project manager instituted a "total teaming" attitude for a successful 
completion of this subproject. He also acted as the communications 
focal point to ensure all pieces of the project were being assembled in 
conjunction with each other at the appropriate time. Because part of 
the L-045 subproject consisted of an effluent release system in the 
Columbia River there were monumental challenges to be overcome. More 
than eight permits and various governmental agency approvals were 
required for construction of the outfall portion of the facility. Part 
of the riverbank land originally slated for construction was designated 
as having Native American cultural significance just before construction 
was to begin on that section of the subproject. Immediate action was 
required to redesign the outfall system. This redesign effort, combined 
with only a two month window-of-opportunity permit for work in the river 
itself (due to salmon spawning runs), required responsive project 
management and extraordinary teamwork. Subproject 
L-.045H was completed on schedule and $1.9 million under budget. 

Subproject W-007H required a major redesign to accommodate the added 
work scope from W-024H and implement the Value Engineering 
recommendations midway through the project. Because W-007H was a 
modification to an existing facility, members of the facility operations 
group were included in decision making processes. This subproject team 
completed the project ahead of schedule and $2.8 million under budget. 
The previously discussed Subproject W-011H Project Team novation and its 
success in recovering a significant portion of the startup schedule 
delay and development of a teaming philosophy for successfully starting 
up rtew facilities. 
Subproject W-049H applied Lessons Learned for implementing various 

• techniques for identifying undocumented underground lines prior to 
excavation. This subproject completed on schedule and $12.2 million 
under budget through the cooperation of many different teams and 
individuals while constructing more than 11 miles of underground piping 
through potentially contaminated soil. Onsite construction forces, 
subcontractors, health physics technicians, engineers and project 
management worked side by side to achieve this success. 
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8. COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT 
The HEC Project Management team worked hard to assure two way 

communication with the project audiences. Major project audiences included 
Native American tribes, the Washington State Department of Ecology, the 
Environmental Protection Agency, and the general public along with DOE and its 
subcontractors. 

Public and other stakeholder communication was achieved through 
participation in quarterly Tri-Party Agreement status meetings and Hanford 
Advisory Board meetings. In addition, HEC Project Management went even 
further to extend an "Open Door" policy of communication by inviting the 
public, Native American representatives, local and state politicians, and DOE-
HQ representatives to groundbreaking ceremonies, tours of the construction 
sites, and ribbon-cutting events, observing progress of the HEC Project for 
themselves. 

Communications were performed on four distinct levels; subproject-
specific, Contractor/RL interface, DOE/regulator interfaces, and public 
involvement. At the subproject level an engineer or manager was appointed as 
the communication point of contact for project-specific communications. This 
included interface with design personnel, subcontractors, permitting agencies 
and organizations, Quality Assurance organizations, RL counterparts, budget 
analysts and both WHC and ICF KH Project Management. WHC HEC Project 
Management was responsible for coordinating the information and data from the 
individual subproject point of contact. The data was then assembled and 
disseminated as required to support deliverables and milestone reporting 
requirements. 

In addition to formal monthly reports, quarterly presentations 
identifying progress made and issues requiring resolution were made to RL. 
The quarterly meetings were attended by DOE-HQ representatives as well. 
Formal status reports were provided to DOE-HQ-by RL. 

Formal communications with the Washington State Department of Ecology 
and the Environmental Protection Agency were the responsibility of RL. These 
were supported by WHC as required, which included informal interfaces directly 
with the regulators. 

Several of the HEC Project subprojects were featured on multi-media 
disks assembled and sent directly to DOE-HQ. Two brochures were created 
during the HEC Project construction. These brochures were delivered to RL for 
distribution to staffers and placement in the Hanford reading rooms located 
around Washington State and in the Department of Energy's Washington, D. C. 
offices. 
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9. PROJECT RISK MANAGEMENT 
Effective risk identification and management by the HEC Project 

Management team was necessary to assure the success of the project within the 
evolving customer needs and constraints. 

When the Hanford Site mission changed, the risk of not completing the 
HEC Project on time and within budget increased dramatically. The cost risks 
were considered manageable when the HEC Project was first baselined. 
Subproject Cost Estimates were based on current conditions which were not 
expected to change. Due to the missing change each subproject had to be 
re-evaluated within the environmental compliance framework and related mission 
need. Close oversight, innovative thinking, open communications, and thorough 
project management skills combined to bring the HEC Project to a successful 
completion. 

The majority of the subprojects used Value Engineering studies and 
workshops to determine the risks of continuing the subproject after the 
issuance of the subproject-specific Conceptual Design Report. Project 
management plans were required at the Subproject level as well as the overall 
HEC Project Management Plan to define baselines to ensure adequate financial 
oversight and risk management. 

There was significant complexity involved in writing and obtaining 
approvals for the permits required to build and operate the HEC subprojects. 
This was all new ground for most of the subproject teams and they had to be 
versatile and innovative to complete their subprojects on schedule. The HEC 
subprojects were some of the first Hanford site construction efforts to 
require environmental permitting through the Washington State Department of 
Ecology and the Environmental Protection Agency. 

Individual subprojects were required to obtain a variety of regulatory 
permits and/or reviews prior to construction and/or operations. Examples 
include nonradioactive and radioactive air emissions permits, soil column 
waste water disposal permit, domestic waste water disposal permits, NPDES 
Permit, storm water discharge, U.S. Army Corp of Engineers River Construction 
Permit, Hydraulic Projects Permit, Shoreline Development Permit, Aquatic Lands 
Lease, Hanford Reach Study Act Notification, Water Quality Notification 
Dangerous Waste Permit, Cultural Resource Review, and Ecological Compliance 
Review. The development and approval of these permits and reviews was a 
significant effort with the potential for adversely impacting the ability to 
achieve the subprojects financial and schedule objectives. These risks were 
minimized through teaming and open communication with the regulators and the 
public. 

The technical risks associated with the HEC Project were considered low 
and the technology for the HEC subprojects was well defined when the project 
was first baselined. New technology development was not required to 
accomplish the project objectives. Treatment technology required to satisfy 
the HEC Project objectives was based on the best available technology (BAT). 
Standard off-the-shelf hardware and software were used to the maximum extent 
practicable, further reducing the risk. 
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Managing environmental, health, and safety risks associated with the 
projects' construction to assure they were as low as reasonable achievable was 
a key consideration in managing the project. Each subproject had appropriate 
safety documentation prepared in accordance with the customers requirements to 
assure adequate definition and consideration of physical safety risks. 
Radiation zone work was accomplished under established radiation work 
procedures and contamination unexpectedly discovered was identified and 
addressed successfully. Construction and operation of the facilities and 
systems provided or modified by the HEC subprojects complied with Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration regulations and all applicable state and 
federal environmental laws. Special attention was taken to assure 
construction activities were performed consistent with current safety 
standards. This resulted in the HEC Project having a good safety performance. 
L-045H in particular, was recognized by RL with a certificate award for 
construction project safety excellence for compiling more than 45,000 
workhours worked without a lost day due to injury (while remaining on or under 
budget). 

As previously noted, and EA was prepared, and resulted in a Finding of 
No Significant Impact (FONSI). The EA provides a description of conservative 
assumptions in the analysis of cumulative and synergistic impacts for all 
fourteen subprojects. Subprojects were segregated into two categories: 1.) 
Defined subprojects which clearly have no cumulative or synergistic effects, 
have existing NEPA documentation establishing no adverse environmental impacts 
and do not foreclose range of actions in follow-up activities and subprojects 
(FY 1989 and FY 1990 subprojects). 2.) Defined subprojects which could have 
the potential for cumulative or.synergistic effects (FY 1991 and 
FY 1992 subprojects). 

The project team worked for approximately, one year with the 
Environmental Protection Agency,and DOE-HQ before receiving approval on 
May 11, 1989, to proceed with the HEC Project. As previously noted, approval 
of the EA did not occur until 1992. The previously noted risk based strategy 
was utilized to move forward with the HEC Project while the EA was in process. 
Subproject W-291H was added in February 1993 in response to additional 
environmental requirements to treat specific waste streams by applying the BAT 
to eliminate these waste streams from being put into the soil. 
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10. PROJECT CONTRACT/PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT 
As a part of the baseline HEC Project strategy, the HEC Project 

Management team made a conscious decision to make use of best commercial 
practices and maximization of the use competitive fixed price contractors to 
achieve the best value for the customer. This resulted in significant 
financial savings and positive schedule incentives. This was achieved through 
the use of unit price A/Es and fixed price contracts for work that 
historically would have been done on a cost plus fee basis. 

The ICF KH company provided conceptual design, definitive design, and 
inspection services as requested. Offsite design/build, A/E unit price, or 
cost plus fixed-fee contracts were used on selected designs when determined to 
be in the best interest of the customer. 

The ICF KH company provided subcontract construction management services 
and subcontracted fixed-price construction contracts for construction 
activities on a competitive basis to the maximum extent practicable. In cases 
where technical, radiological, security, or access control dictate, ICF KH 
provided force account construction work. Procurement of specially engineered 
equipment was normally by the Operation and Engineering Contractor. 
Procurement of equipment and materials supporting construction was provided by 
the fixed-price construction contractor or by ICF KH. 

All HEC Project procurement actions were accomplished in accordance with 
established DOE orders, policies, and guidelines and followed approved 
procurement manuals and procedures. Maximum practicable opportunity was made 
for small, disadvantaged, minority, and labor surplus area businesses to 
participate. 
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Overall HEC Proj'ect Hanagement Team: 
NAME COMPANY TITLE PHONE 
R. M. Hiegel RL Past HEC Project Manager 376-1062 
G. R. Mezger RL HEC Project Manager 376-5039 
J. R. Kelly WHC HEC Project Manager 372-2792 
S. L. Leckband WHC Act iv i ty Admin. 372-3413 
M. R. Strong WHC Project Control Analyst 372-3303 
F. L. Coleman WHC Secretary 372-2780 

Other Key Project Management Participants: 
NAME COMPANY PHONE 
G. B. Becker WHC Retired 
J . J . Beyer WHC 372-3913 
J . J . Broderick RL 376-4197 
R. L. Brown WHC 373-5226 
D. I . Buckles WHC 372-3862 
M. C. Carrigan WHC RETIRED 
E. A. Carter WHC NA 
W. S. Chin RL 376-5945 
D. H. Collado RL 376-9144 
H. S. Col l ins RL 376-6536 
V. R. Dronen BHI 372-9075 
W. A. Dupuis WHC 372-3182 
W. J . Evelo, J r . RL 376-4999 
B. G. Finch WHC 372-2532 
B. A. Gilkeson WHC 372-0229 
R. Har lof f WHC NA 
D. P. Hughes WHC 372-2462 
G. U. Jackson WHC 376-9315 
G. A. Johnston WHC 372-3923 
J . F. Kel ler WHC 372-0239 
A. R. Ke l ly ICF KH 372-3591 
J . W. Ke l ly WHC 376-4896 
D. L. Koreis ICF KH 372-2571 
K. I . Lane WHC 372-2062 
J . L. Honko WHC RETIRED 
J . P. Neath RL 372-4876 
J . A. Neely WHC 372-1816 
J . J . Noble WHC NA 
D. E. Parr ish ICF KH 372-0687 
K. S. Pedersen WHC 372-2371 
G. L. Rippy WHC 372-2352 
H. C. Seipel WHC 372-2592 
D. R. Shank WHC 372-2442 
B. T. Tabayoyon WHC 372-2422 
D. S. Takasumi WHC 372-0249 
C. J . Thompson WHC 372-2613 
A. K. Vogt ES ( formal ly WHC) 946-0415 
P. H. Warren WHC 372-1115 
R. N. Warren RL 376-7330 
N. K. Watts WHC 372-3413 
H. E. Wel ls f ry WHC 372-0812 
J . E. Witherspoon WHC RETIRED 
T. L. Yount WHC NA 
R. A. Ziobro WHC 372-0209 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
; REGION 10-
I 1200 Sbctfi Avenue 

Seattle, WashingtorrSSI 01 
February 9 . L99"6 

John D. Wagoner,| Manager 
Richland operations Office . 
U.S. Department 'pf Energy • 
P.O. Box 550, &7;-50 . • 
'Richland, Washington 99352 
Res Hanford Environmental Compliance ".project 

i • • • 

Dear Mr. Wagonerb 
It is my understanding that you .plan to nominate the Hartford 

Environmental Compliance Project for a project of the Year Sward 
sponsored by the] Project Management* Institute. The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (SPft) :is in full support of this nomination. Thel Hanford Environmental .Compliance Project has 
faced a number at difficult, challenge's and has succeeded. The 
scope of the project required environmental upgrades .to be made 
at nearly every major facility on site, thus requiring a high 
degree of cooperation between plant management, site -workers, 
contractors, u.sl Department of Energy,, the Washington state 
Department of Ecology and EPA. 

Finally, this project has produced substantive improvements 
to the cause of environmental protection at the Hanford Site. Of 
particular importance to- the EPA has been the portion of the 
program focused pn management of liquid wastes at hanford. 
Ceasing, rerouting and treating lic[uid discharges across the site 
has allowed us to turn the corner on Hanford cleanup and 
represents one of our greatest successes. 

We were proud to be part of this team and look forward to 
future successful projects where the big winner can be the 
environment. | 

sincerely, 

Randall 
Director . . 
Environmental Cleanup Office 

cc: R-E. Traister; WHc 
A.Ii- Trego, JWHC 
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STATE OF WASHINGTON ; 

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY j 
Mai! Stop PV-11 • Olympla, Washington 98504*711 •• (ZOS) 1594000 

February 8,1996 

Mr. Ron Izatt 
' U. S. Department of Energy 

Richland Operations , 
P.O. Box 550, A7-50 
Richland, WA 99352 

Dear Mr, Izatt: . I 

I want to congratulate you on DOE's recent successful completion of the jHsnford Environmental 
Compliance (HEC) Project. We acknowledge the major contributions thej HEC Project has in 
bringing the Hanford Site into compliance with environmental standards. This included providing 
upgrades to liquid waste volume reduction treatment and disposal, solid waste handling, 
groundwater monitoring, and waste sample analysis capabilities. 

The Washington State'Department of Ecology (Ecology) has been involved in the permitting 
processes for several of the 14 subprojects-comprising HEC and witnessed first hand how open 
communication and teamwork resulted in permits which assure protection! of the environment 
while supporting necessary operations of existing facilities and new facilities modified and 
constructed by the HEC Project. 

We're proud to be a part of this team and look forward to continuing successful working 
relationship. " • 

Sincerely, 

Mike/Wilson, Manager 
Nuclear Waste Program 



Department of Energy 
Richland Operations Office 

P.O. Box 550 
Richland. Washington 99352 

FEB 061996 
96-PMDA-008 
Mr. Dale E. Knutson, President 
Tri-Cities/Columbia Basin Chapter 
Project Management Institute 
1370 Jadwin, Ave., Suite 116 
Richland, Washington 99352 
Dear Mr. Knutson, 
HANFORD 'ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE PROJECT RECOMMENDATION 
The purpose of this letter is to provide my strong recommendation that the 
Hanford Environmental Compliance (HEC) Project be considered for the Project 
of the Year award presented by the Tri-Cities/Columbia Basin Chapter of the 
Project Management Institute (PMI). The project was a considerable 
undertaking which was successfully executed within the cost, schedule and 
technical constraints defined by DOE. The project provided key infrastructure 
upgrades for improved Hanford environmental compliance through the site's 
evolution from a production to an environmental cleanup mission. It 
demonstrated to DOE-HQ, regulators, public, congress and other key 
stakeholders that cleanup is occurring at Hanford. 
The HEC Project encompassed 14 subprojects which varied widely in scope and 
technology.. Through the effective use of the tools of project management, the 
project team was able to adapt these subprojects to changing mission needs 
while accomplishing the goals of the overall HEC Project at a significant 
financial savings to the government. 
The HEC Project was also a showcase of teamwork between Westinghouse Hanford 
Company, ICF Kaiser Company, DOE and the regulators, demonstrating how we can 
all work towards the successful accomplishments of a common goal to clean up 
Hanford and achieve regulatory compliance. All parties embraced the 
involvement of the public and other concerned stakeholders to assure their 
input was factored into the project. 
The success of this project warrants your consideration of it for the PMI 
Project of the Year. 

PMDrSHW 
cc* 
A."J. Diliberto, WHC 
G. B. Estes, WHC 
J. R. Kelly, WHC 
R. £. Traister, WHC 
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Permits from eight different government agoncios had to bo obtainod boforo construction on tho piping syslom connocting Iho 300 Aroa 
TEDF to Iho rivor could begin. Mooting a looming deadline based on whon work would bo least likoly to allocl salmon runs was mado 
possiblo with oxcollcnt cooporatlon'among several agoncios. 

Regulators praise results, teamwork 

D uring tho first 45 years of op emtio n 3 
at Han ford, more than 440 billion li
ters of untreated, contaminated liq
uid wastes were released to the soil 
through cribs, trenches, ponds, 
ditches and reverse wells. As a re
sult, an excess of GOO square kilome

ters (200 square miles) or groundwater beneath the 
linn ford Site was contaminated. 

On March 1G, 1987, the Department of Energy committed to 
Congress that these practices would stop by 1995. Today, no con
taminated liquid from nny of the 33 mnjor waste streams goes 
into the soil without betas treated or meeting limits for disposal 
first.The dedication and teamwork among DOR, the regulators 
and Wcslinghouse Hsnford were key to meeting that commit
ment. 

A good working relationship among regulators, contractors, 
and the Department of Energy was possiblo when it became clear 
thattheregulatorswcren'tanercomptcteoversightof the plant's 
operations. 

"\Ve had to reach a common understanding that we wanted to 
meet compliance and keep the plants working in a safe and en
vironmentally sound manner," said Doug Sherwood, llanrord 
project manager for the Environmental Protection Agency. 

Once an esrty agreement was reached an what treatment should 
be developed, the regulators stepped back and let DOE and the 
contractors gel to iL "It's a good example of how a program run 
on ilsownhssavery good chance to succeed and to do so on time," 
Sherwood said. 

"Everyone hsd a common goal and it wssnt my ego or my 
agency, it wss environmental cleanup. We all stayed focused," 
said Liz Dowers of DOB'S Waste Programs division. 

Mclodie Setby, who U responsible for the Washington State 
Department or Ecology's role in the Liquid Effluents Program, 
hssbcen impressed withDOEandcantractoraworklngwilh the 
ngulalors and their Interest In protecting the environment, 

"When I atarted, people had the attitude that if it wasnt con
sidered dangerous waste it didnl matter. Now they realize wa
ter-quality regulations are there for a reason and you've got to 
consider proper disposal and treatment,*' she said. 

Tuny DiLiberto. manager of Liquid Effluent Services, com

mented on the teamwork within Weslinghouse. "Without tlio 
. dedicatcdcffortorthotcam.somcofwhomarodoingothcrthings 

now, we wouldn't have met this milestone." 
"It'snotjustnHquidcfnuentsucccss,"ad<ledDonFlyckltmnn-

agcroftho200Arcaracililics'cnvironmcnlal engineering, "but 
a success for all who were discharging to Iho soil in 1987." 

All along, public comments were mostly negative. Nothing 
was happening fast cnough.-Wo had to balance public concerns 
with the necessity to keep certain plnnta running in a safo con
figuration," Sherwood said. "Now we're finnlty getting recogni
tion fordoing tho right thing—not just cleaning up tho old, but 
Mtojiplntt It from spreading mid worrying about tho now, That's _ 
real progress." 

The proofs in (he permits 
A teamwork approach to developing permits for the Liquid 

Effluent Program involves representatives from the facilities. 
Those who would be operating the facilities had an opportu

nity to review conditions as they developed. "We would discuss 
the feasibility of certain aspects and negotiate so we ended up 
with compliant permits that fit their operations," Selby said. 
"The resulting permits can be implemented right away instead 
or/spending time* on appeals or negotiations after the fact." 

A sign ofcnviranmental victory at llanford, the Environmen
tal Protection Agency Headquarters approved a "delisting" pe
tition in June. 

This means clear and convincing information proves the facil
ity is treating the waste below a certain level for each of 37 
contaminants present, lly removing the waste from the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act list, thecleancd-up liquid can be 
disposed to the soil. 

According to Selby, critics in Washington, D.C were skeptical 
thestste would Issue thepcrmitfor the 200 Area Effluent Treat
ment Facility disposal site before the deadline because they 
didnt believe a mutual agreement would be possible. Proving 
them wrong, the permit went Into effect June 30. 

Working together also led to « change psckage which will al
low the Liquid Effluent Retention Facility to IN* used fur storage 
after the 200 Are^EfflucntTrentmcntFacility U ope rnting.Sclby 
calls running the facility in phases following evsporator cam-
pa fgns "a n ingenious solution to making the whole system work 
efficiently." 

This suggestion came from Weatinghouse and Is in the process 
of being approved. • 

The liquid legacy 
Atcamdcdiea led to doin>nat'a right fortho environment 

haa apent tho past eight yira protecting tho groundwater 
and the Columbia River. 

Tho original Tyi-Party /^cement mirrored DOB*, com. 
mitmonl to Congress tosloiuntrcatcd discharges to thesoil. 
Dut additional milestone addressing other aspects or 
Ilonfc-rd's liquid waste istes were signed into tlio agree, 
ment In 1052 following a sar-long study that considered 
Input from tho pulillc and \9 regulators. 

Thoodditlonalneludcdrewi|„Btreolodl[quldaawayfrom • 
conlamlnatedwastoailcsaici.iinjuroumlwalcrconlaml. 
nation; ceasing d!schnrgcil0 ncaourco Conservation and 
Recovery Act land di»po»»l,„(|,; minimiiingtliovolumoof 
liquid emucnl discharged t>,|10,oi| sitc-wic|c; and obtaining 
appropriate Stole Woslo n * ) , . , ^ permits for all remain, 
ing effluent dischargca and I C C C | v i n g ,jtcs. 

"You canscowhylhosen^rtsmaynothavobcensoim. 
portanl to an individual pirn manager. It required a much 
brooder look at llanrord ls»,M_-„w Doug Sherwood or tho 
Environmental Protection 'gency. 

Mclodie Sclby or the W>ihIngton Stole Department or 
Ecology egrccd."Wocamorrm(]irrorontvicwpointsnndlhat 
diversity is helpful. Ily looki^.-u the problem from different 
anglca wc addressed Ihe wl 0 | e issue." 

To begin, tho Uquid Kuluinu Program look a hard look at 
rncilitics generating liquid v 0,tCond applied llio best avail, 
able technology lo minlmiw , | u . m , F„c;|jiy »|,ul(lowns also 
contributed to wauli* niiiiin\ t at; a n efforts. 

Furtl.crmore.rocililie»incvasc<|l|u.irrUCU!1onthoomount 
of discharges lliey were en,,,,,,. w l l i c h m n d o c o „ , r o l n m l 

mnnoKOtnonl of lh« «»•(• n^^ M,,Ur 
Eliminated entirely were I 5 „j K». p r i o r ity H q uia effluent 

JJ Annual total flow for 
J j l 33 major waste streams 

1991 1992 1993 1994 
10.6 6.4 6.1 " 5.7 

Slnco 1907, iho (low in 33 major wasto'stroams has boon 
reducod by moro than more than 75 porcont. What hasnl boon 
eliminated is now boing ttcatod boforo bolng disposed of. 

streams and discharges to 21 contaminated wasto sites. 
What wasto couldn't bo eliminated is being treated by 

now facilities or stored safely until treatment is possible. • 
This achievement represents real progress In dealing with 
Hanford's waste challenges," said Washington Governor Mike 
1 AW ry. "Stopping the water ditxhaq.'o means Btoppingthcspresd 
of already contaminated groundwater beneath I lanford." 

The liquid effluent program efforts will continue eliminat
ing, reducing the volume of, and applying best management 
practice* loHmatlor.lcfei contaminated miscellaneous streams 
across tho Hanford Site. 

Four facilities solve waste problem 
IV *1 ewracilitics)avebegunstoring,trcatingand 
I \ I disposing oflquids so the direct discharge of 

/ \ / ' ' 1 u i J w n B t c * the soil could bo stopped as 
/ \ / committed to Congress and signed into tho 

/ \ # Tri-Pnrly Agreement. 
J V Wlillv cnnitmctltHi' of now facilities Is ox* 
citing, Doug Sherwood of the Kivironmcnlal Protection Agency 
doesn't wanlto lose sightoflhcipiir|Hisv.*'Wuorii'ncflncunlrfltu 
on physical construction wilho,t realizing the environmental 
value of all the work. At the cid, it's T'vp got a big treatment 
plant,* but we really did it for lie environmental value." 

300 Area Treated Efflucrt Disposal Facility 
This facility, which began or "rating in December 1094, re

ceives and treats waste water fjnerated in the 300 Area. The 
waste's trace amounts ofcoppcr silver, lead, mercury and other 
metals arc removed, and organcs are destroyed. This facility: 
• discharges clean wster to Unvolumbia River meeting limits 
about l.QOO times more demaning than the city ofRlchland's. 
• operatesundcraNationalPoution Discharge Permit idcnlt-
fied as one of the most stringer in the nation, and 
• eliminates tho need for the pro#«s trenches a quarter-mile from 
tho Columbia River where wast, was previously poured directly 
into the soil, leaving contaminatm behind as it soaked in. 

The project was completed shad of schedule and SI ,8 million 
under budget. Before construcbn even began, waste volume 
from the 300 Area wss reduccdiy about HO percent. Now, ura
nium contamination In the grand water beneath the 300 Area 
Es nearly within proposed drinkig-water standards. At one time 
contamination levels were as mvh as 10 limes what they should 
have been. 

200 Area Treated EfflucnDisposal Facility 
While the names are simifar!(ii» HtHt Atvu fticihty fc unite 

different from the 300 Area Trrf«I Effluent Disposal Facility. 
Liquids are treated at each ofefen sources and carried In an 

18-kilometer (tt-mitc) pipeline system toastate.spprovedlsnd 
disposal site outside the 200 East Arcs. 

Tho 200 Area TEDF: 
• carries treated wastes to one of two ponds at a single disposal 
silo that replaces 10 individual sites, and * 
• opcrntoti under a firnt-oMls-klnd iwrmlt for Ilanford allowing 
tho clean liquids to bo discharged to tho ground. 

Liquid Effluent Retention Facility 
ITie Liquid Effluent RetentionFacilitybeganoperatinginApril 

1994 to support tho restart of the 242-A Evsporator, which is 
nearlngtheendoflts 1995 campaign. 

When the evaporator boils water out of tank waste to reduce 
its volume, the steam Is condensed back into water. After being 
monitored for radiation, the water goes to the buains for storage 
until it can be treated at the 200 Area Effluent Disposal Facility 
which is neartngcompletion. 

The facility's three retention basins: 
• collect and provide flow and pll equalization for the contami
nated condensate from the evaporator instead ofsending It to a 
disposal crib, 
• hold up to 24 million liters (6.5 million gallons) each, and 
• provide flexibility for storing small-volume waste streams un
til an adequate amount is available for a treatment campaign to 
be cost-effective. 

200 Area Effluent Treatment Facility 
This state-of-the-art facility will treat the process conden

sate wsste stresm from the 242-A Evsporator but may also be 
used to treat wsstewater generated from future site clesnup 
efforts. 

So far, more than 6 million gallons of dilute waste has been 
removed from tanks and stored at the Uquid Effluent Retention 
Facility: tl will be tit-nhil onev thin fiirihty** testa are complete 
and uperatiun* l>cgin. which is expected no later than March 
199G.* 

Saving the 
environment while 
saving money 

In the process of saving the environment, the work of the Liquid 
Effluent Program has also been saving taxpayer dollars. 

y V Stopping discharges to the 300 Area process 
M^Jm trenches,tsolatingtholiquidwastefromuranlumcon-
. J g C . t amino led soils and routing them to the now 300 Ares 
m^t ' Treated Effluent Disposal Facility hoi eliminated the 
need to perform costly groundwater remediation In the 300 Ares. 

VV A]lproccsswastcwatcrInlhe200WcstAreahasbeen 
^tfjV transferred to the 200 East Area for disposal, dramati* 

. l ^ y ^ . cally reducing tho potential for the spread of carbon let-
• rachlorido, uranium and technctIum-99 contaminated 

groundwater beneath 200 West Area. Without these actions, cleanup 
of the plumes would most likely have been much more difficult, if 
not impossible, as well as more costly. 

/< The LERF basins allow the 242-A Evaporator to 
M V continue reducing the wasto volume in double-shell 

_^j*y_ tanksbysloringtheliquidwastobyproductsuntitthey 
= * ^ ~ can bo treated at the 200 Effluent Treatment Facility. 
Making moro room in tho double-shell tanks prevents tho need . 
to build new ones at a coat of $80 million each. 

yV The amount of water drawn from the Columbia 
^ j V River for use at Hanford has decreased by 17.4 billion 
j a ^ liters (4.G billion gallons) between 1987 and 1993. In 

•" addition to saving a voluable resource, the costs asso
ciated with treating river water before use are eliminated. 

i l Cost siwintfs along the way wore applied to fund 
jtf JV additional workscone. Even so, the capital budget was 
•^gl^ . $24 million undcrrun, a truo example of doing more 
"^^™ with less. 

Liz Bowers ot DOE. left, at tho 200 Aroa ETF with Doug Sherwood 
at tho EPA and Molodio Selby ot Ecology, partners in tho Tn-Party 
Agreement. 

6 HxtfMjFexti July 10,1995 7 



HANFORD ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE PROJECT 
BASELINE SCHEDULE 

Project Summary Schedule 89-D-172 &V-042H) 
DECEMBER "95 Status 

SUBPROJECT 

MAJOR MILESTONES 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

FY 1989 SUBPROJECTS 
W-017H GROUND WATER MONITORING WELL SYSTEM 

W-007H B-PLANT PROCESS CONDENSATE 
TREATMENT FACILITY (1) 

W-020H WASTE MANAGEMENT FACIUTIES 
CATHODIC PROTECTION 

V-791H 300/400 AREA WASTE WATER FACILITIES 

W-016H RADIOACTIVE MIXED WASTE STORAGE FACIUTIES 

FY 1990 SUBPROJECTS 
B-680H PFP LIQUID LOW-LEVEL WASTE SYSTEM 

MODIFICATION {D 

C-031H PFP LIQUID EFFLUENT TREATMENT 
FACIUTIES (D 

W-010H B-PLANT ENVIRONMENTAL COMPUANCE 
UPGRADES (D 

W-011H WASTE SAMPUNG AND CHARACTERIZATION 
FACIUTY 

FY 1991 SUBPROJECTS 
W-041H ENVIRONMENTAL HOT CELL EXPANSION 

C-018H 242-A EVAPORATOR/PUREX PLANT 
CONDENSATE TREATMENT (1) 

FY 1992 SUBPROJECTS 

L-045H 300A TREATMENT EFLUENT DISPOSAL 
FACIUTY (1) 

W-049H 200A TREATMENT EFFLUENT DISPOSAL 
FACILITY (D 

NEW SUBPROJECT 
W-291H 200 AREAS BAT/AKART IMPLEMENTATION 

W-291HA PFP EFFLUENT STREAM 

CY88 |89| CY 90 CY91 C Y 9 2 C Y 9 3 CY.94 
FY 89 

2 3 4 

FY 90 
-. 2 3 U 

FY 1991 
3[Nip -J Ffv AfvlLi 

VASDP REVIEW ! # ESAAB REVIEW 
K | » A < i # F Y 9 } VALIDATION | # K D - 2 a 

^ S U B M I T #ASW>REVeW, 
flDpROJECTPllAN H F Y M V A U D A T I O H 

FY 1992 

CJN C|>j|F|lvJA|tvjwj-i 

FY 1993 

•*" 'W INWATSEA 

* A R T 
DESIGN 

*3TARJ ' 
" : 3 G N 

CCMPLETt 
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START COMPLETE 1 RESTART 
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WJ 

START | S T ^ T | 
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T T ! i 
i 
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i 
i 
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I 
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PROJECT MILESTONES 
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OKD-2C 

miESAR REVIEW 
^ H Q CANCELLED 

FY 1994 
rvxjojwl A S Ofvl P J F V I AfVI 

W E S A R REVIEW 
^ H Q CANCELLED 

.CY95 CY96 
FY 1995 

• j E S A R REVIEW 

}v A^v) 

FY 96 

I E A H Q APPROVAL I 
I 
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| CONSTR JLT 

PR0UECT : 
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ASSESSMENT 
— VISION 

RESTART 
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PROJECT 

PROJECT 
^ C O M P L E T E 

I 
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I 
I 
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CCMPL START 
D E 3 G l i y ^ r CCNSTR 

START 
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W T 
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COMPLETE 
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START SITE 
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START 
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' OVERALL COMPLETE 
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HANFORD ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE PROJECT 
89-D-172 

BASEUNE RESOURCE PLAN-TEC 
CY88 89 CY90 CY91 CY92 CY93 I CY94 CY95 

JFY96 FY 89 FY 90 FY 1991 FY 1992 FY 1993 
1 2 3 - * 1 2 3 4. o N D L J U IVIAIV, U J A * C N cju P W I A VI J J A B O N olu f V | A lv< O J |A B O N D|«J I* <A*>J* J J *10NHJFM*MJJ»IOND 

FY 1994 FY 1995 

s 

250 

200 

60 

100 

— — BUDGET PROJECT PLAN 

— — BUDGET AUTHORITY - ACTUAL 

. . . . ACTUAL COST PLUS COMMrTMENT 

214.7M 

PROJECT -
COMPLETION 

12/95 

SO 

J^L 

39.2M, 

114.8M 

142£M rwnwinr 
141.6M 

191.4M t_.196.9Mj 
203.4M 

186-5M 1 8 8 . 5 M 9 2 , 7 " J ^ f 
' . -» 185.3M--*»,**l94.1M (§)' 185.8M., 

1641M"2 J 169.0^'«2.0M'l78.0M' 190.1M 
161.^ r l%f. M . -Hl64^V.^ 7 > t72.4M ^ & 7 M 

•^ t 
L . . J 

1423M - . • ; ' „ 
»*»T44.0M 

I127.8M •>"**139^M 
/136.5M 

135.2M> 

/ • " * 116.9M 
* ' 109.6M 

68.6M 
65.3M J * 

318MJ ^ - " ^ M 

12.0M I - « • " 
"4.9M 

1 \x\a\+ 1 2 3 4 CJN D •J| |«1/JAM|' - 'M A • CJN D J | > S>{AM J J A , l ° i N l D •"• r ' M A ^OJ-J A S OJN D J I " " AfvljtJ J A | B | C N c j j F^A^yl U O A B © IMp| 

( ? ) 80S Construction Completion report recommended TEC reduction 
of$4.5M. DOE-RL de-obBgated the $4.5M from the HEC Project 9/94. 

( 2 ) FY95 legal commitment no longer Include ICF-KH commitments. 

(§) Balance of funds will be held unto resolution of 
Subprojeot C-018H legal claims. 
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Hanford Environmental Compliance Project 
FY 1995 MYPP 
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